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• A ‘privileged scaffold’ (PS), as defined by Evans in 1988, is a simple structural subunit common 

to compound structures that have high affinity against a diverse set of targets

• Since then this concept has been interpreted fairly liberally by chemists using different methods 

and definitions to derive collections of privileged scaffolds

• Another commonly used term, target-family privileged scaffolds (TFPS) defines a scaffold which  

is selective towards a specific protein family

• Results based on abundance of a scaffold within active compounds could be an

oversimplification of biological interaction

• In this study, we analyze bioactivity from five protein-target (PT) super-families using a

Compound Set Enrichment approach applied to sub-family scaffold networks

• PS is defined after scaffolds enrichment assessment based on their aggregated bioactivity

Definitions

• Scaffold Tree (ST)

• A hierarchical classification of scaffolds, obtained by the iterative removal of rings

• A chemically intuitive set of prioritization rules determines the next ring to be 

removed from the molecule

• Scaffold Network (SN)

• A scaffold classification consisting of all possible scaffolds within a molecule, 

constructed through recursive removal of rings

• Compound Set Enrichment (CSE)

• An approach introduced by Varin et al. for identifying active series using SNs and 

STs coupled with non-parametric statistics. 

• The method identifies scaffolds statistically enriched for a biological measurement 

within primary screening data. 

Methods & Workflow

• All software was implemented in Python 3.6 using the open source cheminformatics

software RDKit and graph analysis library NetworkX

• Chemical structure data, pIC50 values and target family classifications were extracted

from ChEMBL24
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• The activity profile shows the cumulative distribution of 

pIC50 in the five protein super-families 

• Activity profiles show that kinase and GPCR are the 

easiest targets to design high potency ligands

• Biphenyl is a commonly reported “privileged scaffold”

• Our analysis identifies biphenyl as privileged in three PT families

• Biphenyl-tetrazole is identified as privileged only in the GPCR PT family, suggesting that 

the addition of the tetrazole moiety generates selectivity, implying that it is a TFPS

• In the NHR1 PT family quinoline

is identified as privileged

• Compound optimisation can be 

observed through the increasing 

KS stat Dmax (distance between 

two ECDFs)

• The p-value represents a 

balance between the Dmax and 

the number of observations

• Biphenyl is present in 73 drugs spanning 10 ATC classes

• The biphenyl-tetrazole scaffold is present in 15 drug 

molecules targeting renin-angiotensin II

Analysis of carbon hybridisation fractions

Privileged Scaffolds, Molecules

Conclusions

• It is difficult to define privilege, without oversimplification of drug-target relationships

• Limited by the amount and quality of bioactivity data within public databases

• Scaffolds like Biphenyl-tetrazole may only be identified as a TFPS because it has only been 

tested within one TF

• Bias for particular scaffolds in library construction may still exist

Results and Discussion

• As expected all scaffolds and molecules tend to have 

a higher Fsp2 contribution

• As expected, kinase’s compounds have the lowest 

Fsp3 contribution; while GCPRs the highest

• More strikingly the PS generated from NHR and 

LGIC have low Fsp3 contribution not reflected in the 

molecules


